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Concept on Praxis:  Techniques for Planning Instruction 
 
Concepts addressed in this course:  Techniques and strategies for establishing effective 
classroom curriculum development, addressing content standards, developing units and lessons, 
and working with themes and projects 
 
The Basics of Effective Teaching:  
 
Effective lesson plan components found in most successful lessons: 
1. Content Standards    4. Body of lesson 
2. Objectives     5. Closure 
3. Anticipatory Set/Hook/Introduction 6. Assessment, formative and summative 
Lessons should also include coached practice/solitary practice and/or review as well. 
 
Understanding by Design unit planning:  
 Six Facets of Understanding:   
Explanation:  Build units around questions, issues, and problems that demand student theories 
and explanations. 
Interpretation:  Think intelligently as adults which requires that one learns to build stories and 
interpretations, not just passively take in official ones. 
Application:  Application needs to reflect real-world situations with instructional and 
assessment implications emphasized by performance based learning. 
Perspective:  Opportunities for students to confront alternative theories and diverse points of 
view about big ideas. 
Empathy:  Must experience direct or simulated experiences to make them confront the effects 
and affect of decisions, ideas, theories, and problems. 
Self-Knowledge:  Teaching and assessing self-reflection.  Address what it means to know and 
understand and how it differs from belief and opinion. 
 
Understanding develops as a result of: 

• inquiry 
• rethinking 

Authentic performance tasks/projects allow students to use knowledge in context 
Authentic tasks: (Also called an assessment approach) 
 realistic 
 requires judgment/innovation 
 students does the work/subject/project 
 simulates adult contexts 
 students use wide range of knowledge and skills to negotiate task 
 allows rehearsal/practice/consultation/ 

feedback/ to develop performance or product 
Students should be familiar with state and national content standards and how to build lessons 
around them.  Every lesson plan should be founded upon content standards.   


